Francis W. Parker
Spring Musical 2021

Virtually Yours
A collection of songs and scenes.

April 14, 15, 16 @ 7pm / April 17 @ 2pm

Director: John Hildreth
Assistant Director: Emma Manley
Music Director: Christie Chiles Twillie
Choreographer: Florence Walker Harris
Set Designer: Nick Rupard
Costume Designer: Emily Brantz
Theatre & Technical Manager: Tom Moster
Video Producer: Dre Robinson
Cast

Bella Charfoos, Tara Cochrane, Sammi Coleman, Lucas Daskal, Will Ehrlich, Phoebe Friedman, Benji Gourdji, Kymari Hart, Sage Holt-Hall, Rania Jones, Cece Lopez, Aniya Moore, Spencer O’Brien, Sophia Rogers, Aliya Spieske, Mia Wichman

Featured Actors by Scene

**A New World**
Bella Charfoos, Will Ehrlich, Benjie Gourdji, Spencer O’Brien, Aniya Moore, Aliya Spieske

**From Now On**
Benjie Gourdjie and Ensemble

**I Know It’s Today**
Bella Charfoos, Aliya Spieske, Sophia Rogers

**Seize The Day**
Tara Cochrane, Will Ehrlich, Spencer O’Brien

**At the Ballet**
Bella Charfoos, Sammi Coleman, Phoebe Friedman, Sage Holt-Hall, Rania Jones, Aniya Moore

**God Of Carnage, Scene**
Will Ehrlich, Cece Lopez, Spencer O’Brien, Aliya Spieske

**Big Spender**
Bella Charfoos, Tara Cochrane, Sammi Coleman, Phoebe Friedman, Sage Holt-Hall, Rania Jones, Cece Lopez, Aniya Moore, Aliya Spieske, Mia Wichman

**Tonight**
Will Ehrlich, Cece Lopez

**You’re A Good Man Charlie Brown, Sally Monologue**
Rania Jones

**On My Own**
Bella Charfoos

**Seasons of Love**
Will Ehrlich, Aliya Spieske, and Ensemble

**Everybody Rejoice**
Sage Holt-Hall, Aniya Moore, Mia Wichman, and Ensemble

**Stage Crew**

Ethan Farkas, Luca Lennon, Camila Luna, Brooke Marisco, Tessa Samuels, Julie Test

The performances you are about to watch were produced in accordance with Parker Health and Safety Protocols. The audio and visual recordings, both at home and live in person, have been edited together to create the production you are about to see.